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1: 40 Fingerstyle Blues Guitar Songs with TABS | www.enganchecubano.com
Blues guitar lessons with free tablature and tutorial. A collection of the finest acoustic fingerstyle blues songs for guitar.

A few exercises will establish the muscle memory that will help you keep track of the bass patterns played
with melody. Take that pattern and turn it into a basic bar blues. Here are a few ideas for those of you who
love the sound of players like Mississippi John Hurt, Big Bill Broonzy, or any number of Delta and Piedmont
blues players, but have struggled to keep the solid alternating bass lines these players employ to give their
music the drive that we all love. Establish the bass First off, you will want to feel comfortable using your
thumb to play an alternating bass pattern. Start out by just playing the bass notes on the sixth and fourth
strings with your thumb as demonstrated in Ex 1. Every time you play a bass note, your foot will be striking
the floor. This will give you more flexibility for playing other styles and help you with techniques like
banjo-type rolls. Assign your index finger to string 3, middle to string 2, and ring to string 1. Play on the beat
In Ex. Play in between the beat Now that you have warmed up with pinches on every beat, it is time to play
treble notes in between the beats. Combine pinches and between-the-beat notes In Ex. Remember, you are still
keeping the same alternating bass pattern and everything else hangs on that. Put it all together Now you can
play a complete bar blues Ex. I have written this out so that you are playing repeating two-bar rhythmic
patterns. For example, look at the first two bars of the verse, and count out the rhythm: This should help
anchor you as you make your way through the progression. The D chord in Ex. Keep in mind, this is a very
basic pattern and as you make your way into playing songs there will be many other techniques such as
hammer-ons, pull-offs, slides, and rhythmic variations that are based on melody and not patterns. As you
progress and start learning alternating-bass blues songs, try to break them down into the essential elements;
warm up the left hand by just strumming the chords. Then try playing just the bass notes for a given bar verse.
Think of the bass pattern as the glue that holds everything together and you will be on solid ground. Pete
Madsen is a San Francisco Bay Areaâ€”based guitarist and instructor who specializes in acoustic blues,
ragtime, and slide guitar. He has authored several books of guitar instruction including A Guide to Bottleneck
Slide Guitar and Improvising and Variations for Fingerstyle Blues, both available at his website:
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2: Fingerstyle Blues | www.enganchecubano.com
blues fingerpicking lesson This lesson is included in the book "A Guide to Acoustic Blues Guitar." In this introduction to
finger style blues we will cover an alternating bass pattern over a 12 bar blues progression in E.

Fingerstyle guitarist Steve Baughman distinguishes between frailing and clawhammer as follows. In frailing,
the index fingertip is used for up-picking melody, and the middle fingernail is used for rhythmic downward
brushing. In clawhammer, only downstrokes are used, and they are typically played with one fingernail as is
the usual technique on the banjo. American primitive guitar can be characterized by the use of folk music or
folk-like material, driving alternating-bass fingerpicking with a good deal of ostinato patterns, and the use of
alternative tunings scordatura such as open D , open G , drop D and open C. The application or
"cross-contamination" of traditional forms of music within the style of American primitive guitar is also very
common. Examples of traditions that John Fahey and Robbie Basho would employ in their compositions
include, but are not limited to, the extended Raga of Indian classical music , the Japanese Koto , and the early
ragtime-based country blues music of Mississippi John Hurt or Blind Blake. Other acoustic styles[ edit ] Main
article: Pioneered by musicians of the Second British folk revival began their careers in the short-lived skiffle
craze of the later s and often used American blues, folk and jazz styles, occasionally using open D and G
tunings. They were soon followed by artists such as Bert Jansch and John Renbourn , who further defined the
style. The style was further developed by Jansch, who brought a more forceful style of picking and, indirectly,
influences from Jazz and Ragtime, leading particularly to more complex basslines. Renbourn built on all these
trends and was the artist whose repertoire was most influenced by medieval music. This music was generally
pacific, accessible and expressionistic. Eventually, this music acquired the label of "New Age", given its
widespread use as background music at bookstores, spas and other New Age businesses. Percussive approach[
edit ] "Percussive fingerstyle" is a term for a style incorporating sharp attacks on the strings, as well as hitting
the strings and guitar top with the hand for percussive effect. Principally featuring, string slapping, guitar body
percussion, alternate tunings and extended techniques such as; tapping and harmonics [27]. Uncommon
sounds are being discovered thanks to the technical possibilities of various pick-ups, microphones and octave
division effects pedals. Adam Rafferty uses a technique of hip-hop vocal percussion called "human beat box",
along with body percussion, while playing contrapuntal fingerstyle pieces. Petteri Sariola has several mics on
board his guitar and is able to run up to 6 lines from his guitar to a mixing desk, providing a full "band sound"
â€” bass drum, snare, bass, guitar â€” as an accompaniment to his vocals. Lionel Loueke , playing a skeleton
guitar. The six string guitar was brought to Africa by traders and missionaries although there are indigenous
guitar-like instruments such as the ngoni and the gimbri or sintir of Gnawa music. Its uptake varies
considerably between regions, and there is therefore no single African acoustic guitar style. In some cases, the
styles and techniques of other instruments have been applied to the guitar; for instance, a technique where the
strings are plucked with the thumb and one finger imitates the two-thumbed plucking of the kora and mbira.
The pioneer of Congolese fingerstyle acoustic guitar music was Jean Bosco Mwenda , also known as Mwenda
wa Bayeke â€” His song "Masanga" was particularly influential, because of its complex and varied guitar part.
His influences included traditional music of Zambia and the Eastern Congo, Cuban groups like the Trio
Matamoros, and cowboy movies. His style used the thumb and index finger only, to produce bass, melody and
accompaniment. Congolese guitarists Losta Abelo and Edouard Masengo played in a similar style. Herbert
Misango and George Mukabi were fingerstyle guitarists from Kenya. He was also often compared to John Lee
Hooker. His son Vieux Farka Toure continues to play in the same style. Djelimady Tounkara is another
Malian fingerstylist. Rogie and Koo Nimo play acoustic fingerstyle in the lilting, calypso -influenced palm
wine music tradition. Benin -born Jazz guitarist Lionel Loueke uses fingerstyle in an approach that combines
jazz harmonies and complex rhythms. His music incorporates many different styles including classical, blues,
rock and jazz, while keeping an African flavour. Tinderwet is a versatile guitarist of the three and sometimes
four fingers playing style thumb, index, middle and ring ; he plays several different African styles, including
soukous or West African music. He often flavours his playing with jazzy improvisations, regular fingerpicking
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patterns and chord melody sequences. Slide, steel and slack-key guitar[ edit ] Even when the guitar is tuned in
a manner that helps the guitarist to perform a certain type of chord, it is often undesirable for all six strings to
sound. When strumming with a plectrum, a guitarist must "damp" mute unwanted strings with the fretting
hand; when a slide or steel is employed, this fretting hand damping is no longer possible, so it becomes
necessary to replace plectrum strumming with plucking of individual strings. For this reason, slide guitar and
steel guitar playing are very often fingerstyle.
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3: Learn How to Play Fingerstyle Blues Guitar Like Robert Johnson - TrueFire Blog
Eric Madis, a Blues instructor for www.enganchecubano.com, introduces his new "Fingerstyle Blues and Ragtime"
lesson series and teaches how to play a basic version of a Blues tune he calls "The Rolling E.

It was originate by African American in the deep South of America. Today I want to show you how to play a
12 bar easy blues on your acoustic guitar using fingerstyle approach. In this guitar lesson we are going to
combine chords and melody. This is a very fun approach because allows you to play the melody with your
guitar rather then focus just on chords. I did my best to write down the easiest blues arrangement for beginners
so that almost everyone can give it a try and have fun playing this easy Blues. Watch the video several times
to learn the sound of each chord then grab your guitar and play along. The blues follows a very simple
structure that repeats over and over. One thing you should to before you get started is to quickly visualize the
structure and chords. I recommend that you play the basic dominant 7 chords for few minutes following the
structure so that you get used to the sound of each chord. You can strum the chords four times. Melody and
Chords One of the most exciting things about the blues is that you can a simple melody and few chords and
easily put it together and make it sound great. For this easy Blues we will play the following structure: The
melody The chord The Melody For this blues, the melody is the first thing you will play. I wrote the simplest
melody for beginner which it will be played on the first and second string. Rhythmically very simple and
beautiful! The red square shows you the melody played between the chords and percussion. This percussive
approach is only used one time for each bar. Percussion in yellow square. The Chords The chords are very
simple and they will be played after the percussion. How to get started Blues for Beginners I worked really
hard to write the easiest arrangement for beginners. If you are a beginner and you want to start playing around
with this easy Blues you are more than welcome! Follow there three steps: Learn the melody first. Focus only
on the top two strings and spend a little bit of time learning the melody. Once you familiarize yourself with the
melody, add the single percussion on the strings. Last step will be to add the chords. As always, take things
step by step and learn one thing every day. Keep moving forward and have fun playing guitar. Get The Tab
Become a Member You can become a member today and access all the lessons and programs on the site. Get
more info about the All in Monthly Pass here. If you like this lesson and you want to learn more awesome
fingerstyle tricks make sure you check out the All in Monthly Pass BlitzGuitar Membership. With this special
monthly pass you access all the courses on the site.
4: Video Lesson: Six Ways to Sharpen Your Acoustic Guitar Fingerstyle Blues â€“ Acoustic Guitar
Master Acoustic Fingerstyle Blues Guitar Imagine being an accomplished blues musician able to pick up your guitar and
play the blues whenever and wherever. I don't mean just playing the same thing over and over, or only sitting on backup
because you can play the right chords.

5: The Easiest Blues on Acoustic Guitar | Easy Blues for Beginners
All in all, a deep exploration of fingerstyle blues guitar in the key of A. A detailed tab/music booklet is included as a PDF
file on the DVD. Each tune is taught phrase by phrase and played.

6: Fingerstyle guitar - Wikipedia
of results for "fingerstyle blues guitar" Fingerstyle Blues Guitar: Master Acoustic Blues Guitar Fingerpicking and Soloing
Dec 12, by Mr Joseph Alexander.

7: Lesson 12 - A Few Chords and How They Work (Part One) | Fingerstyle Blues
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Fingerstyle Guitar - Fingerpicking Patterns and Exercises by Matt Warnock / Friday, 30 December / Published in
Beginner, Jazz Guitar Lessons, Popular, Practicing Jazz Guitar I think you'll agree that fingerstyle guitar sounds great,
but it can be tough to know where to start.

8: Fingerstyle Blues Guitar Lessons - Learn Fingerstyle Blues Guitar | Peghead Nation
Fingerstyle Blues Guitar Lesson - Solo Composition in the key of E - EP Description In this week's guitar lesson, you'll
learn how to play a blues fingerstyle composition in the key of E.

9: Beginner 8: Blues & Fingerstyle | www.enganchecubano.com
This small guitar piece is ideal for those who want to learn to play fingerstyle blues. It is not difficult, you have to be
careful only to the rhythm. As you can see in my video, to get a better sound I put the palm of my right hand on the
bridge, at the low strings. This is the palm muting.
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